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Back by popular demand, "Hooked on Cats" takes you step by step through a variety of styles and

patterns and provides advice on capturing the look of cat fur, whiskers, eyes, and noses. Complete

basic projects in a short time or use dye formulas and design hints to create your own rugs.

Includes: tips and techniques from a renowned rug hooker; ten complete patterns with step-by-step

instructions; a full-color gallery of rugs both old and new; special dyeing techniques; how to hook

fur, whiskers, and more.
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If you like cats you can not find a better book for hooking on the subject than this one. It gives

detailed pattern instructions for all kinds of cats. It is full of lovely photos, many in color. The front

cover tells it all. It is a color picture of a beautiful gray persian cat. Instructions for this cat are

contained inside including how to dye for the project. Enjoy!

I got this book (used through ) because I wanted to know more about ways to hook realistic looking

fur and not because I particularly wanted to make a cat rug. However, the book provided so much

more than I expected. I would highly recommend it to everyone. There are illustrations of some

gorgeous rugs in a great variety of styles to whet the creative appetite and a huge amount of down

to earth advice from a real expert. The little practical hints on everything from fabic choices and

techniques to dye methods and designing an original rug that are dropped here and there in the text

are well worth the purchase price! There are also some lovely black and white drawings of cats by

the author. This is "a keeper" as far as I am concerned!



This is a small sized book that is well done and covers a wide range on the subject of rug hooking

from getting started to finishing. i consider it a great reference book. I was drawn to it by the cover

which is a nicely shaded probably Persian cat. it's a great book for this just getting started in the art

of for those old experienced hands as well.

I've discovered Joan Moshimer as a wonderful author. If you love cats and rug hooking this is the

book for you! From the first few pages full of stories of her "cat family" you're going to love this book.

Joan explains with a delicate sense of humor, everything related with this art, such as drawing cats,

choosing basic materials, dyeing formulas for the different cat's breeds, beginners and advanced

projects with patterns and of course an introduction of hooking technique itself. It's an amazing book

from a really amazing lady!!!

The book was in better condition than I expected. The book is good for beginners and experienced

hookers. There is something in here for everyone. It also arrived very fast. Thank you!

This book is a must for anyone who loves cats, loves rugs, or loves cat rugs! The instructions are

clear and the photos are crisp. This is a wonderful book!
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